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7. CULTURE AS A HUMAN MANIFESTATION 

7.1  The transmission of culture: Cultural learning, also called cultural 

transmission, is the way a group of people or animals within a society or culture 

tend to learn and pass on new information. Learning styles are greatly influenced 

by how a culture socializes with its children and young people. Cross-cultural 

research in the past fifty years has primarily focused on differences between 

Eastern and Western cultures (Chang, et al., 2010). Some scholars believe that 

cultural learning differences may be responses to the physical environment in the 

areas in which a culture was initially founded (Chang, et al., 2010). These 

environmental differences include climate, migration patterns, war, agricultural 

suitability, and endemic pathogens. Cultural evolution, upon which cultural 

learning is built, is believed to be a product of only the past 10,000 years and to 

hold little connection to genetics. 

The key aspect of culture is that it is not passed on biologically from the parents to 

the offspring, but rather learned through experience and participation. The process 

by which a child acquires his or her own culture is referred to as enculturation. 

Cultural learning allows individuals to acquire skills that they would be unable to 

independently over the course of their lifetimes (Van Schaik & Burkart, 2011). 

Cultural learning is believed to be particularly important for humans.  

Humans are weaned at an early age compared to the emergence of adult dentition 

(MacDonald, 2007). The immaturity of dentition and the digestive system, the time 

required for growth of the brain, the rapid skeletory growth needed for the young 

to reach adult height and strength means that children have special digestive needs 

and are dependent on adults for a long period of time (MacDonald, 2007). This 

time of dependence also allows time for cultural learning to occur before passage 

into adulthood. 

On the basis of cultural learning, people create, remember, and deal with ideas. 

They understand and apply specific systems of symbolic meaning. Cultures have 

been compared to sets of control mechanisms, plans, recipes, rules, or instructions. 

Cultural differences have been found in academic motivation, achievement, 

learning style, conformity, and compliance (Chang, et al., 2010). Cultural learning 

is dependent on innovation or the ability to create new responses to the 

environment and the ability to communicate or imitate the behavior of others 

(Lehmann, Feldman & Kaeuffer, 2010). Animals that are able to solve problems 

and imitate the behavior of others are therefore able to transmit information across 

generations. 

Cass Sunstein recently described how Wikipedia moves us past the rigid limits of 

socialist planning that Friedrich Hayek attacked on the grounds that "no planner 
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could possibly obtain the dispersed bits of information held by individual members 

of society. Hayek insisted that the knowledge of individuals, taken as a whole, is 

far greater than that of any commission or board, however diligent and expert." 

 

7.2  work and profession: A profession is a vocation founded upon 

specialized educational training, the purpose of which is to supply objective 

counsel and service to others, for a direct and definite compensation, wholly apart 

from expectation of other business gain.  A profession arises when any trade or 

occupation transforms itself through "the development of formal qualifications 

based upon education, apprenticeship, and examinations, the emergence of 

regulatory bodies with powers to admit and discipline members, and some degree 

of monopoly rights."  

The term is in essence a rather vaguer version of the term "liberal profession", an 

Anglicization of the French term "profession libérale". Originally borrowed by 

English users in the nineteenth century, it has been re-borrowed by international 

users from the late twentieth, though the (upper-middle) class overtones of the term 

do not seem to survive retranslation: “liberal professions” are, according to the 

Directive on Recognition of Professional Qualifications (2005/36/EC) “those 

practiced on the basis of relevant professional qualifications in a personal, 

responsible and professionally independent capacity by those providing intellectual 

and conceptual services in the interest of the client and the public” 

Medieval and early modern tradition recognised only three 

professions: divinity, medicine, and law—the so-called "learned professions". 

Major milestones which may mark an occupation being identified as a profession 

include:  

1. an occupation becomes a full-time occupation 

2. the establishment of a training school 

3. the establishment of a university school 

4. the establishment of a local association 

5. the establishment of a national association 

6. the introduction of codes of professional ethics 

7. the establishment of state licensing laws 

Applying these milestones to the historical sequence of development in the United 

States shows surveying achieving professional status first (note that George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Abraham Lincoln all worked as land 
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surveyors before entering politics), followed by medicine, actuarial 

science, law, dentistry, civil engineering, logistics, architecture and accounting.  

With the rise of technology and occupational specialization in the 19th century, 

other bodies began to claim professional status: pharmacy, veterinary 

medicine, nursing, teaching, librarianship, optometry and social work, each of 

which could claim, using these milestones, to have become professions by 1900.  

Just as some professions rise in status and power through various stages, others 

may decline. This is characterized by the red cloaks of bishops giving way to the 

black cloaks of lawyers and then to the white cloaks of doctors.  More recently 

formalized disciplines, such as architecture, now have equally long periods of 

study associated with them. 

Although professions enjoy high status and public prestige, not all professionals 

earn high salaries, and even within specific professions there exist significant 

inequalities of compensation; for example, a trial lawyer specializing 

in tort litigation on a contingent-fee basis may earn several times what 

a prosecutor or public defender earns.  

Originally, any regulation of the professions was self-regulation through bodies 

such as the College of Physicians or the Inns of Court. With the growing role of 

government, statutory bodies have increasingly taken on this rôle, their members 

being appointed either by the profession or (increasingly) by government. 

Proposals for the introduction or enhancement of statutory regulation may be 

welcomed by a profession as protecting clients and enhancing its quality and 

reputation, or as restricting access to the profession and hence enabling higher fees 

to be charged; or else may be resisted as limiting the members' freedom to innovate 

or to practice as in their professional judgment they consider best. 

An example of this was in 2008, when the British government proposed wide 

statutory regulation of psychologists. The inspiration for the change was a number 

of problems in the psychotherapy field, but there are various kinds of psychologist 

including many who have no clinical rôle and where the case for regulation was 

not so clear. The work psychology area was one of especial disagreement, with 

the British Psychological Society favouring statutory regulation of "occupational 

psychologists" and the Association of Business Psychologists resisting the 

statutory regulation of "business psychologists" – descriptions of professional 

activity which it may not be easy to distinguish. 

Besides regulating access to a profession, professional bodies may 

set examinations of competence and enforce adherence to an ethical code. There 

may be several such bodies for one profession in a single country, an example 

being the accountancy bodies of the United Kingdom (the ACCA, CAI, the CIMA, 
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the CIPFA, the ICAEW, the ICAS), all of which have been given aRoyal Charter, 

although their members are not necessarily considered to hold equivalent 

qualifications, and which operate alongside further bodies (AAPA, IFA, CPA UK). 

Another example of a regulatory body that governs a profession is the Hong Kong 

Professional Teachers Union, which governs the conduct, rights, obligations and 

duties of salaried teachers working in educational institutions in Hong Kong. 

Typically, individuals are required by law to be qualified by a local professional 

body before they are permitted to practice in that profession. However, in some 

countries, individuals may not be required by law to be qualified by such a 

professional body in order to practice, as is the case for accountancy in the United 

Kingdom (except for auditing and insolvency work which legally require 

qualification by a professional body).  

In such cases, qualification by the professional bodies is effectively still considered 

a prerequisite to practice as most employers and clients stipulate that the individual 

hold such qualifications before hiring their services. For example, in order to 

become a fully qualified teaching professional in Hong Kong working in a state or 

government-funded school, one needs to have successfully completed 

a Postgraduate Diploma in Education ("PGDE") or a Bachelor's degree in 

Education ("BEd") at an approved tertiary educational institution or university. 

This requirement is set out by the Educational Department Bureau of Hong Kong, 

which is the governmental department that governs the Hong Kong education 

sector. 

There is considerable agreement about defining the characteristic features of a 

profession. They have a "professional association, cognitive base, institutionalized 

training, licensing, work autonomy, colleague control... (and) code of ethics," to 

which Larson then also adds, "high standards of professional and intellectual 

excellence," (Larson, p. 221) that "professions are occupations with special power 

and prestige," (Larson, p.x) and that they comprise "an exclusive elite group," 

(Larson, p. 20) in all societies. Members of a profession have also been defined as 

"workers whose qualities of detachment, autonomy, and group allegiance are more 

extensive than those found among other groups...their attributes include a high 

degree of systematic knowledge; strong community orientation and loyalty; self-

regulation; and a system of rewards defined and administered by the community of 

workers."  

A profession has been further defined as: "a special type of  occupation 

(possessing) corporate solidarity...prolonged specialized training in a body of 

abstract knowledge, and a collectivity or service orientation...a vocational sub-

culture which comprises implicit codes of behaviour, generates an esprit de 
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corps among members of the same profession, and ensures them certain 

occupational advantages...(also) bureaucratic structures and monopolistic 

privileges to perform certain types of work...professional literature, legislation, 

etc." 

 

7.3 culture diversity:  

What is Cultural Diversity? 

Cultural diversity, or multiculturalism, is based on the idea that cultural identities 

should not be discarded or ignored, but rather maintained and valued. The 

foundation of this belief is that every culture and race has made a substantial 

contribution to American history. 

 

However, many people remain opposed to the idea of multiculturalism, or cultural 

diversity awareness, while others often support it and yet have no clear idea of how 

it should be taught. 

 

Oftentimes we leave the difficult task of teaching cultural diversity up to our local 

schools and teachers, under the catch-all phrase of "multicultural education." We 

assume that during February our children will learn about "Black History" and in 

March about "Women's History." A particular month or week is dedicated to a 

certain ethnic group or belief, as if this somehow acknowledges their full 

contribution to American history. 

 

This can often be as divisive as it is informative. If U.S. history is taught year 

round, but February is "Black History Month," then the logical assumption is that 

African American history and achievements are often overlooked during the 

normal school year. Or, that other cultures are somehow ignored during February. 

The diversity of the United States is truly astounding, as many different ethnic and 

racial groups have contributed to the social, economic and cultural values of our 

society. 

 

This has certainly been true throughout our history, even though many of our 

school books have not always taught that fact. In fact, the very idea that cultural 

diversity should be taught has only been promoted in the last few years. 

The bottom line is that when we fully recognize that America is great because of 

the contributions of the many, then we as a people will be even more united in our 

common goals, and even more proud to be American citizens. 
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Opposition and support 

By analogy with biodiversity, which is thought to be essential to the long-term 

survival of life on earth, it can be argued that cultural diversity may be vital for the 

long-term survival of humanity; and that the conservation of indigenous 

cultures may be as important to humankind as the conservation of species 

and ecosystems is to life in general. The General Conference of UNESCO took this 

position in 2001, asserting in Article 1 of the Universal Declaration on Cultural 

Diversity that "...cultural diversity is as necessary for humankind as biodiversity is 

for nature" 

This position is rejected by some people, on several grounds. Firstly, like 

most evolutionary accounts of human nature, the importance of cultural diversity 

for survival may be an un-testable hypothesis, which can neither be proved nor 

disproved. Secondly, it can be argued that it is unethical deliberately to conserve 

"less developed" societies, because this will deny people within those societies the 

benefits of technological and medical advances enjoyed by those of us in the 

"developed" world. 

In the same manner that the promotion of poverty in underdeveloped nations as 

"cultural diversity" is unethical, it is similarly unethical to promote all religious 

practices simply because they are seen to contribute to cultural diversity. Particular 

religious practices are recognized by the WHO and UN as unethical, 

including female genital mutilation (FGM), sati (burning the widow on the 

husband's burial pyre), polygamy, child brides, and human sacrifice.  

With the onset of globalization, traditional nation-states have been placed under 

enormous pressures. Today, with the development of technology, information and 

capital are transcending geographical boundaries and reshaping the relationships 

between the marketplace, states and citizens. In particular, the growth of the mass 

media industry has largely impacted on individuals and societies across the globe. 

Although beneficial in some ways, this increased accessibility has the capacity to 

negatively affect a society's individuality. With information being so easily 

distributed throughout the world, cultural meanings, values and tastes run the risk 

of becoming homogenized. As a result, the strength of identity of individuals and 

societies may begin to weaken.  

Some individuals, particularly those with strong religious beliefs, maintain that it is 

in the best interests of individuals and of humanity as a whole that all people 

adhere to a specific model for society or specific aspects of such a model. For 

example, evangelical missionary organisations such as the New Tribes 

Mission actively work to support social changes that some observers would 
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consider detrimental to cultural diversity by seeking out remote tribal societies to 

convert them to Christianity. 
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